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^board book; *read at storytime
E CHODOSIR Ella Sarah gets dressed
E Daisy Daisy Gets Dressed
E DEWAN Bing : get dressed
E London Froggy Gets Dressed*
E Muller I Can Dress Myself!*
E Riddell Bird’s New Shoes
E SAVADIER Time to get dressed!*
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“This is the Way We Get Dressed”
This is the way we put on our shirt,
Put on our shirt, Put on our shirt,
This is the way we put on our shirt,
So early in the morning.
(repeat with pants, socks, shoes, coat)
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Some Getting Dressed-related Activities:
-Let your child go through your closet with you
and choose some of your clothes, shoes, and
accessories like hats to try on!
-Play an online dress-up game together. There
are several games online if you search yourself,
but one option is this Olivia the Pig dress-up
game: http://www.nickjr.com/games/olivdressup-with-olivia.jhtml?path=/games/allshows/online-dress-up-games/all-ages/
index.jhtml
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Early Literacy Tip:
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Choose the right time to read, when both you
and your child are relaxed and happy. This
makes for a more positive reading experience
that is important to ensuring your child always
looks forward to reading and doesn’t associate it
with being sad or upset.
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